
Everyone has ever been in Tuscany surely will remind forever the great emotion of  that country.
Why I say that? Because in Montespertoli, a nice village close to Florence, Gold Note manufac-
tures the Mediterraneo turntable that features a plinth that greatly remind the Tuscany smooth 
hills and sea.
 
Conclusions
 
After having described the very good technical details of  the Mediterraneo, we should only 
wonder why such a beautiful piece of  art should be taken low on the floor covering its amazing 
beauty.
it should be put it on a high shelf  or even better on a mirror to admire the bottom plinth well.
The Mediterraneo is so amazing that even stand on the knees in front of  it could be a solution.
Apart of  my personal feeling about its beauty, it is well know that a special shape is a good way 
to solve the problem of  vibration feedback.  That, when merged with the Italian skill of  special 
design, it combines in a great final result.
Particularly being made in the country where great artists such as Brunelleschi invented the 
first ever made dome without the help of  visible brackets or even, Leonardo da Vinci and Michel-
angelo were born and inspired about.
 
For a total of  5850€+tax the package of  the Mediterraneo completed of  Dust Cover and B5.1 
tone arm is a real bargain.
Who is looking for audio purity at its best and absolute beauty for a piece of  art will fall in love 
about this turntable that is able to express the warmth of  a greatest Chianti wines and the crisp-
ness of  the best olive oil of  Tuscany reminding the deep feeling with the ground of  its origin.
The Mediterraneo is able to transport the listener to the magical world of  Tuscany on its whole.
What would you wish more from a Hi-Fi system?
Listening to a Mediterraneo may have the effect of  brining the listener to a brief  intense holiday 
in Tuscany, because its ability to play relaxed but vivid music both as well.
The rounded plinth reminds the soft Tuscan hills.  The Mediterraneo is one of  the best 
Instant-Classic design could only come from such Florentine craftsmen skill.












